1) Background:
   a) Welcome & Introductions.
   b) Stakeholder news and announcements (including public and private activities, particularly deployment announcements and voluntary safety self-assessment releases).
   c) Update on bills in Congress.
   d) Summary of the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Automated Vehicles 3.0 (including automated trucking, indicated rulemakings, and preemption issues).

2) Summary of Annual Meeting.

3) Scope issues for Discussion:
   a) Automated trucking - Discuss earlier decision not to directly address commercial trucking.
   b) Tort Liability – Discuss earlier decision and study committee recommendation not to address tort liability or general products liability law. (We were asked by the ULC Scope and Program Committee to give further consideration to this topic in light of a proposal made to that committee at its July Meeting.)

4) Section-by-Section Consideration of Latest Draft
   a) We will continue our consideration of the “automated driving provider” concept and inclusion of an Insurance section as we work through the draft.

5) Conclusion.